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Abstract— The successful operation of the present Internet
depends mainly upon TCP/IP which employs end-to-end con-
gestion control mechanisms built in the end hosts. In order to
further enhance this paradigm of end-to-end control the Random
Early Detection algorithm (RED) has been proposed, which starts
to mark or drop packets at the onset of congestion. The paper
addresses issues related to the choice of queue length indication
parameters for packet marking/dropping decisions in RED-type
algorithms under varying traffic conditions. Two modifications to
RED are proposed: (i) use of both instantaneous queue size and
its Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) for packet
marking/dropping and (ii) reducing the effect of the EWMA
queue size value when the queue size is less than minth for a
certain number of consecutive packet arrivals.
The newly developed Hybrid RED algorithm can effectively
improve the performance of TCP/IP based networks while work-
ing in a control loop formed by either dropping or marking of
packets during congestion epochs. New guidelines are developed
for better marking/dropping of packets to achieve a faster
response of RED-type algorithms. The hybrid RED algorithm has
been tested using ns-2 simulations, which show better utilization
of network bandwidth and a lower packet loss rate.
Index Terms—Congestion control, Hybrid RED algorithm,
EWMA queue size, packet loss rate, link utilization.
I. INTRODUCTION
TCP is a reliable end-to-end transport protocol, widely used
in the current Internet for such diverse applications as email,
Usenet news, remote login, file transfer, some streaming audio
and video protocols and www. As a result of this widespread
proliferation and integration of TCP/IP code in commonly
used operating systems, such as Unix, Linux and Microsoft
Windows, it constitutes a major portion of the current Internet
traffic.
The growth of networks operating under TCP/IP has been
unprecedented. The critical factor in the robustness of the
current best effort Internet turns out to be end-to-end conges-
tion control mechanisms. In this mechanism TCP constantly
adapts itself to available bandwidth, slowing down the data
transfer rate when it detects congestion and speeding up again
when there is no congestion. Traditionally these end-to-end
congestion control mechanisms were incorporated only in the
end host so as to aid in upgrading the software and keeping the
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functions of core routers simpler. However, due to the present
mammoth size of the Internet, the unreliability of developers in
implementing the standard TCP congestion control algorithms
in their Internet applications and the problems caused by at-
tackers, it has been suggested to involve routers in performing
the vital task of congestion control in the Internet see; e.g. [2],
[3] and [4].
Presently, most widely used routers employ a Droptail
policy which has the inherent limitation of inability to convey
congestion information to the end host. Furthermore, they have
other well known problems such as flow synchronization; see
[5] and [6]. Thus, an alternative mechanism is desired, at the
congestion prone routers, to detect the onset of congestion
and accordingly send feedback to the end hosts, forcing
reduction in their data sending rates. Thereby, congestion
and consequent loss of packets is reduced. The congestion
feedback from a router can be conveyed back to end hosts
by Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN), to form so-called
Active Queue Management (AQM); see [7]. Recently several
algorithms have been proposed to address the problem of
congestion control at the routers; see [8], [9] and [10].
This includes Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm,
which was first proposed in [5]. Later its use was recom-
mended in IP routers for the implementation of AQM [2].
RED has also been implemented in commercially available
routers, such as Cisco AS5200, 4000, 4500 and 4700 [11]. It
is believed that RED routers will solve the major problems in
existing drop-tail routers such as synchronization of flows and
will support quality of service by providing intelligent marking
of packets [2]. The performance of RED is dependent upon
the proper tuning/matching of its four intertwined parameters
{minth, maxth, maxp, wq}, defined in Subsection 2.1, to
the three parameters influencing congestion: bottleneck link
bandwidth, number of TCP flows and round-trip time.
Central to the operation of RED is the EWMA mechanism,
[12, Chap. 5, 55-65], for controlling the instantaneous queue
size that acts as a Low Pass Filter (LPF) to absorb transient
traffic bursts. It is used in conjunction with a piecewise
linear marking/dropping probability function to get the desired
functionality. This paper presents two modifications to the
use of EWMA by RED which are shown to improve its
performance under sudden change in traffic load from high
to low values. Since the new algorithm combines use of both
instantaneous and EWMA queue sizes, it is named Hybrid
RED. The performance of the newly developed algorithm is
determined by running ns-2 based simulations.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II a
brief overview of the basic RED algorithms, and a discussion
of their queue behaviour is presented. Section III discusses
related work. Standard RED based on EWMA queue size
is analyzed in Section IV. The Hybrid RED algorithm is
derived in Section V. Section VI contains simulation results
and performance analysis of Hybrid RED. Finally Section VII
summarizes our conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND
We first briefly review the two basic forms of the exist-
ing versions of RED algorithms and then discuss how they
influence the queue properties.
A. RED Algorithm
The basic version of RED uses the following LPF with a
constant wq (called queue weight, or smoothing factor, or for-
getting factor), to calculate the EWMA, q¯, of the instantaneous
queue size q:
q¯ ← (1− wq) · q¯ + wq · q; (1)
see [5]. In equation (1), wq determines the time constant of
the LPF which in effect determines the length of memory used
in the averaging process [13]. One can split equation (1) into
the two components: (a) contribution of the present value of
instantaneous queue size q, which is represented by the term
wq · q, and (b) contribution of the previous value of EWMA
queue size, given by the term (1 − wq) · q¯. It shows that as
wq is increased, the contribution of q increases, or memory
decreases, and vice versa. The linear marking/dropping prob-
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Fig. 1. Packet marking/dropping probability curves of the basic RED, Fig.
1 (a), and Gentle RED, Fig. 1 (b), [1].
ability function of the basic RED algorithm can be expressed
algebraically as:
pb =


0, if q¯ < minth;
1, if q¯ ≥ maxth;
q¯−minth
maxth−minth
·maxp, if q¯ ∈ [minth, maxth].
(2)
where minth, maxth are minimum and maximum thresh-
olds for EWMA queue size, respectively, and maxp is the
maximum value of packet mark/drop probability; see Figure
1 (a). For a buffer size B, it is generally recommended to
use maxth < B, maxth = 3 · minth, maxp = 0.1 and
wq = 0.002, see [5]. The discontinuity in maximum mark/drop
probability, maxp, at q¯ ≥ maxth in equation (2) may cause
violent oscillations in the instantaneous queue size q; see [14]
and [15]. In general, the operation is critically dependent
upon the proper selection of four intertwined parameters,
{minth, maxth, maxp, wq}; see [5] and [16] for parameter
settings of the basic RED.
B. Gentle RED Algorithm
The gentle version of RED was proposed to avoid the
sudden jump in probability function in (2) by modifying it
as follows:
pb =


0, if q¯ < minth;
1, if q¯ ≥ 2 ·maxth;
q¯−minth
maxth−minth
·maxp, if q¯ ∈ [minth, maxth];
q¯−maxth
maxth
· (1−maxp) + maxp, otherwise;
(3)
see [17]. The probability that the intermarking time,
X , is equal to number of packets, n, that arrive af-
ter a marked/dropped packet (until the next packet is
marked/dropped) is given by: Prob[X = n] = (1−pb)n−1 ·pb.
It shows that X is a random geometric variable with E(X) =
1/pb, which can mark/drop packets at irregular time intervals
and may leads to global synchronization of TCP flows, [5].
Thus, both (2) and (3) will result in an undesirable geo-
metrical pattern for marking/dropping of incoming packets.
Therefore, it is desired that X should be a uniform random
variable, which can be achieved by using the following ex-
pression:
pa =
pb
1− count · pb
, (4)
where count is the number of unmarked packets that have
arrived since the last marked/dropped packet; for more details
see [5]. It is clear that the operation of both versions of RED
algorithm, as given by (2) and (3), is crucially dependent on
the use of the EWMA queue size q¯. In a later section it will be
shown that q¯ is not by itself an ideal indicator of congestion
events in a router and thus leads to non-optimal performance,
due to unnecessary packet marking/dropping.
The instantaneous queue size, q, in RED routers varies
between zero and the buffer size B. When q hits zero, a period
of under-utilization of the bottleneck link bandwidth begins.
On the other hand, when q reaches the upper limit B, all of the
incoming packets will be dropped, and such forced drops will
require retransmissions. This process will lead to congestion.
Transient periods of bursty traffic can cause wide fluctuations
of q, which can be diminished by introducing the EWMA
mechanism.
C. EWMA Tuning
The use of EWMA for packet marking/dropping in conjunc-
tion with a simple linear function requires an optimal value of
queue weight, wq [12] and [5]. If wq is too large then transient
congestion will not be filtered out, and if it is too small then q¯
will respond too slowly to enforce the desired changes in pb.
Larger values of wq also encourage oscillations in the queue
size. Assuming that the queue was initially empty and has
grown to an instantaneous size of L packets, i.e. q = L, over
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the arrival of L consecutive packets the following expression
of EWMA queue size, q¯, has been obtained
q¯ = L + 1 +
(1− wq)
L+1 − 1
wq
, (5)
see [5]. The upper limit for wq is derived from q¯ < minth,
i.e.:
L + 1 +
(1− wq)L+1 − 1
wq
< minth. (6)
The lower limit for wq is computed by the simple observation
that it takes −1ln(1−wq) packet arrivals to change q¯ from 0 to 0.63
while q stays at 1 packet. As stated in the previous subsection,
for RED type algorithms the value of wq is usually chosen
small, of the order of 0.002, so as to avoid a bias against
sudden bursts of incoming packets. In [18] a good value of
wq for a bottleneck link of capacity C and round trip time
RTT , was determined as:
wq = 1− e
−1
10·C·RT T ≈
1
10 · C · RTT
, (7)
based on a control-theoretic analysis of RED type algorithms;
and is a general form of the expression given in [19]. Using
(7), the value of wq can be automatically adjusted according
to the network scenario.
The effects of using a longer memory (smaller values of wq)
in equation (1) were further investigated in [13] by means
of simulation studies. It was found that if wq is decreased
below a certain critical value then the performance of the RED
algorithm degrades as the coefficient of variation of queue
occupancy increases. Also, the use of a longer memory in
the EWMA process and an increase in the round trip time
delay in feedback loop of TCP/IP connections often drive a
stable process into oscillatory mode, which is inconsistent with
the theoretical results obtained in [20]. It was suggested that
generally wq should be chosen in the range of 0.5 to 1 (note
that wq=1 stands for case when q¯(k) = q(k), i.e. no averaging
by the EWMA process) rather than the current practice of
using values in the range of 0.001 to 0.002. However, it was
also predicted that for queue size in the buffers of backbone
routers, using RED algorithm, with small values of wq (0.001
to 0.002) might not be practically detrimental, [13].
In [20], the EWMA process is modeled as an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process with delayed feedback which proves that
for sufficiently long delay in feedback the process becomes
unstable. It is conjectured that widespread use of the EWMA
process, at routers equipped with RED-type algorithms, might
compromise stability of the Internet. In order to offset these
problems, the use of both instantaneous and EWMA queue
size for packet mark/drop has been suggested in the literature,
see [14].
III. RELATED WORK
V. Jacobson and co-workers have suggested that the gain of
the filter or queue weight wq should be different for building
queues and draining queues [21]. For building queues, the
response of RED to a unit step function is investigated with
wq chosen to be equal to the inverse of the number queue
samples in a round trip time, so that the filter approximates
the mean over a Round Trip Time (RTT). The analysis shows
that it takes 2 RTTs for RED to reach 90% of the persistent
queue level. For draining queues, they suggest that wq be
set to one, i.e. EWMA queue size should be equal to the
instantaneous queue size, thus, reinforcing the results reported
in [20]. Despite of improvements in [5], the trade-off between
the ability to absorb transient burst of packets and tracking the
instantaneous queue size, still exists. More work is required to
investigate the effects of a persistent queue and the selection
of queue sampling interval.
In [14], the use of both instantaneous and EWMA queue
size for packet marking decisions was investigated on a
testbed. In one of the tests, instantaneous queue size was used
in a gentle RED version [17]. These experiments showed that
EWMA hinders the anticipation of congestion and better con-
gestion indicators (like instantaneous queue size) are needed
to detect incipient congestion in a network.
Also, it has been pointed out in [15] that the RED algorithm
needs modification by employing both q and q¯ for packets
mark/drop decisions. The following major drawbacks are
inherent in RED type algorithms due to the use of only EWMA
queue size:
• Since EWMA queue size is computed at each packet
arrival, it can grow at any rate depending on the arrival
rate. On the other hand, the maximum decrease rate in the
EWMA queue size is limited by the bottleneck bandwidth
(or even less, since recomputation is only triggered by
packet arrivals, not departures). Thus EWMA shows
averaging of packet arrival rate rather then the true buffer
occupancy.
• During packet bursts, the packet arrival rate is greater than
the packet departure rate at the bottleneck routers. Due
to this difference in the two rates, equation (1) resembles
more a peak detector than an EWMA filter. Hence it has
a bias towards large values of queue size.
Such problems in the EWMA queue size were also considered
in [22] and a new algorithm, named Flow Random Early
Detection (FRED), has been proposed. However, FRED has
several performance limitations [23], and also it maintains
state variables for all active flows which makes it less scalable.
The LPF/ODA algorithm, [24] and [25], aims to improve
link utilization when EWMA is at a high value (minth <
q¯ < maxth or q¯ > maxth) but the instantaneous queue size
is lower than minth. The algorithm can be summarized as
follows:
• During normal operation the queue size is controlled by
the EWMA value, which is the default control mechanism
of the RED algorithm. During this phase, called Active
Drop Phase or LPF, the router will behave as normal
RED.
• If the instantaneous queue size stays below minth for
three consecutive packet arrivals, then it indicates the
onset of the Over Drop Avoidance (ODA) Phase during
which the EWMA is reduced to half of its present value.
• After this reduction, updating of the EWMA queue size
is continued as in normal RED.
In [24] and [25], the number of ODA-phase triggering packets,
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No, and amount of reduction in EWMA queue size (during that
ODA-phase) were arbitrarily chosen as 3 and 0.5, respectively.
In contrast, this paper determines the effects of changes in
the number of ODA triggering packets, and the amount of
reduction in EWMA queue size, on throughput and loss rate
at the bottleneck link while employing the Hybrid RED.
Furthermore, the results presented in both [24] and [25]
provide no information about the error statistics. In contrast,
this paper reports the results for Hybrid RED obtained after
multiple runs of ns-2 based simulations.
In general, our work supports the concept of employing
both instantaneous and EWMA queue size during packet
marking/dropping decisions in RED type algorithms which is
in line with the findings of [15], [20], [21], [14], [24] and [25].
IV. ANALYSIS OF RED WITH EWMA QUEUE SIZE
Consider a bottleneck link of capacity C being served by a
RED router, having a small value of wq , at a rate of µ where
µ < C. Thus, the instantaneous queue size, q, has not built
up and the EWMA queue size, q¯, is small in value. Now,
let another traffic flow join the session, making the aggregate
packet arrival rate at router ports greater than C. Now q is
large and q¯ is computed on packet arrivals, which makes q¯ to
grow much larger than maxth, causing all of the new incoming
packets to be dropped.
This dropping of packets will continue for a long time even
after the queue has become empty, because q¯ will take a long
time to return below maxth. During this epoch of time, the
transmission rate of packets from the queue will reach a very
low value as almost all of the incoming traffic will be dropped.
Such cases can be identified in Figures 3 and 9 of [5]. The
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Fig. 2. Queue snapshot when q < minth and q¯ > maxth, [1].
situation will momentarily return to normal after the value
of q¯ drops below maxth. However the consequent increase in
sending rate will cause q¯ to increase again. Thus, we will reach
a state in which q¯ oscillates around maxth and packets will be
again dropped forcibly [26]. Hence, depending upon the rate
of incoming packets, bottleneck link rate, and responsiveness
of flows, there might be epochs when all of the packets will
be discarded while the link is idle.
Two such cases are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3, where q is
well below minth but q¯ > maxth and minth < q¯ < maxth
respectively, causing unwanted dropping of packets. It indi-
cates that EWMA by itself does not always provide a true
picture of the backlog in buffers of RED queues. There can
be instants when EWMA gives false indications of buffer
occupancy which will lead to wastage of precious network
bandwidth. Thus, in the following section we present a new
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Fig. 3. Queue snapshot when q < minth and minth < q¯ < maxth, [1].
algorithm, called Hybrid RED, aimed at overcoming the above
mentioned problems by utilizing both instantaneous queue
size, q, and its EWMA value, q¯.
V. HYBRID RED
The new Hybrid RED algorithm adjusts q¯ during q < minth
periods and also takes the value of q into account during en-
queue operation of incoming packets. It is derived as follows.
A. Decreasing q¯
Discretizing equation (1) at time instant k and converting the
assignment operation to equality yields the following equation:
q¯(k) = (1− wq) · q¯(k − 1) + wq · q(k); (8)
see [27]. By rearranging terms in equation (8) we get:
q(k) =
(
1− wq
wq
)
· q¯(k − 1) +
q¯(k)
wq
. (9)
Equations (8) and (9) indicate the interdependency of q and
q¯ created through the use wq in the EWMA process given in
(1).
As q(k) varies between 0 and B, it also traverses the regions
between 0 to minth and between minth and maxth, see Fig
1. If q(k) ≤ minth for time intervals greater than a single
packet arrival time (or, for θ ≥ 1 consecutive packet arrivals),
then we need to decrease the first term on the RHS of equation
(8) by a factor ξ so that q¯ is either less than minth or close
to it. In discrete terms, we can write this sub-algorithm as:
q¯(k) =
{
(1− wq) · q¯(k − 1) + wq · q(k), for q > minth;(
1−wq
ξ
)
· q¯(k − 1) + wq · q(k), for q ≤ minth, θ > 1.
(10)
The usefulness of equation (10) depends upon the proper
choice of the pair {θ, ξ}, otherwise it can degrade the per-
formance of Hybrid RED and even cause stability problems
by making wide variations in q¯. Thus there must be a balance
between the values of ξ and θ. For large values of θ, we should
choose larger values of ξ and for smaller values of θ, ξ must
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be smaller.
If ξ is chosen such that minth < q¯ < maxth while
q(k) ≤ minth, then we will still have some probabilistic
packet drops as governed by equations (2) or (3). These drops
will be fewer in number and thus will cause less bandwidth
wastage than in the previous state of q¯ > maxth.
B. Packet marking/dropping based on q and q¯.
The enqueuing and marking/dropping instances of Hybrid
RED as functions of q and q¯ are shown in Figure 4 divided
into regions labeled from 1 to 11. Regions 1 and 11 correspond
to forced packet dropping and 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 correspond to
probabilistic or random packet marking/dropping, [26]. The
RED type algorithms derived from either its basic or gentle
version do forced marking/dropping of packets in all regions
for which q¯ > maxth (i.e. regions 4, 7 and 10). By contrast, in
Hybrid RED we enqueue packets in regions 7 and 10 which are
(minth < q < maxth) and (q < minth), respectively. A more
conservative approach, adopted in this paper, would be to use
region 10 only and not use region 7 for enqueuing operations
while q¯ > maxth. Also skipping of region 10 will turn this
sub-algorithm OFF and we will default to RED regions only.
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C. Pseudocode of Hybrid RED
The sub-algorithms described in the previous two subsec-
tions can be combined together into the following composite
and coherent Hybrid RED algorithm:
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The network simulator ns-2.27 [28] is used in this study.
We first describe the simulation set up and the performance
metrics and then we analyze the results.
A. Simulation set-up
The first simulation scenario is illustrated in Figure 5, which
consists of a simple dumbbell topology consisting of three
main links, a-d, b-d and c-d, each having a capacity of 100
Mbps and propagation delays of 1, 3 and 5 ms, respectively.
The bottleneck link d-e has a capacity of 10 Mbps with a delay
Algorithm 1 Hybrid RED algorithm
1: procedure COMPUTEEWMA(wq , q(k), q¯(k − 1))
2: for all k do
3: q¯(k)← (1− wq) · q¯(k − 1) + wq · q(k)
4: end for
5: end procedure
6: procedure COMPUTEPROBABILITY(minth, maxth,
maxp, q¯(k))
7: if q¯(k) < minth then
8: pb ← 0
9: else if q¯(k) > 2 ∗maxth then
10: pb ← 1
11: else if q¯(k) ∈ [minth, maxth] then
12: pb ←
q¯(k)−minth
maxth−minth
·maxp
13: else
14: pb ←
q¯(k)−maxth
maxth
· (1−maxp) + maxp
15: end if
16: end procedure
17: procedure UNIFORMLYDISTRIBUTEPROBABILITY(pb ,
count)
18: pa ←
pb
1−pb·count
19: end procedure . RED’s procedures completed
20: procedure REDUCEEWMA(q¯(k), q¯(k − 1), θ, minth, ξ)
21: for θ consecutive packets do
22: if q¯(k) < minth then
23: q¯(k)← q¯(k−1)
ξ
24: else
25: Proceed as normal RED
26: end if
27: end for
28: end procedure
29: procedure ENQUEUEPACK-
ETS(q(k), q¯(k), minth, maxth)
30: if (q¯(k) > maxth)&&(q¯(k) < 2∗maxth)&&(q(k) <
minth) then
31: Enqueue Packet
32: else if (q¯(k) > maxth)&&(minth < q(k) < maxth)
then
33: Enqueue Packet
34: else
35: Proceed as normal RED
36: end if
37: end procedure
of 5 ms. Each of the nodes a, b and c is sending FTP traffic
during the simulation period of 50 s. Hence, it constitutes a
network with fixed traffic scenario.
The second simulation topology is shown in Figure 6. It
consists of four main links, labelled as a-c, b-c, e-d and f-
d, each having a capacity of 10 Mbps and delays of 2, 3,
4 and 5 ms, respectively. The bottleneck link, c-d, has a
capacity 1.5 Mbps with a delay of 20 ms. The forward traffic
consists of two long lived TCP flows (from a to e and b
to f) and the reverse traffic consists of one long lived TCP
flow (from e to b). The presence of reverse data traffic will
cause ACK compression (loss of ACK packets) which will
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increase the burstiness in data traffic on the forward paths.
At a time of 25 s twenty new TCP flows start one after the
other at intervals of 0.1 s. This models a sharp change in the
level of contention among competing users. Thus, this network
represents a dynamic traffic scenario.
The bottleneck link is using one of the algorithms: RED [5],
Adaptive RED [19], LPF/ODA [25] or Hybrid RED router and
all other links are using Droptail routers. Packet size is 1000
bytes and buffer size (B) of all routers is 50 packets. We
use minth = 5 and maxth = 15 packets and wq = 0.002
for Hybrid RED, which are also the default values of RED in
[28]. Thus, router queues are ensured to be under active queue
management as in [25]. We use all algorithms in dropping
rather than in packet marking mode as we are not employing
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN), [7].
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The performance metrics used for the evaluation of Hybrid
RED are loss rate (δ) and link utilization (η). EWMA vari-
ations are also shown. The values of δ and η are computed
from the following relations:
δ =
∑
Packets Dropped at Queue∑
Packets Enqueued
; (11)
η =
∑
Packets sent over Bottleneck Link
Maximum Packets sent on Bottleneck Link
;
(12)
see [29].
B. Simulation Results
We performed simulations on the networks shown in Figures
5 and 6. We employed the RED, LPF/ODA and Hybrid RED
algorithms at the bottleneck link of both networks. In order
to operate the Hybrid RED algorithm in an optimal fashion,
we need to select suitable values of θ and ξ. In [24] [25] the
values of θ and ξ are arbitrarily chosen as 3 and 2, respectively.
However, this paper presents a spectrum of simulation results
for different combinations of θ and ξ for the Hybrid RED
algorithm.
A quantitative comparison (for both networks) between
average link utilization (ηav) with associated error (∆ηav ), and
average loss rate (δav) with associated error (∆δav ) for the
RED, Adaptive RED and LPF/ODA algorithms, after multiple
runs (100) of simulation, are presented in Table I. It shows that
for the static scenario, Figure 5, LPF/ODA has a lower link
utilization but also a lower loss rate as compared to both RED
and adaptive RED. Whereas for the dynamic scenario, Figure
6, LPF/ODA has the highest link utilization and also the lowest
loss rate, as compared to RED and its adaptive version. In the
case of Hybrid RED these values depend upon the selection
of ξ and θ. Employing Hybrid RED at the bottleneck link
of the networks shown in Figures 5 and 6, we performed
simulations for all combinations of θ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and
ξ = {1.1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0}. Quantitative results
showing the performance of Hybrid RED are given in Table
II.
A comparison of the average loss rate, δav , at the bottleneck
link in Figure 5, for Hybrid RED using different values of θ,
is presented in Figure 15. It shows that the average loss rate
starts decreasing with an increase in ξ, i.e. decrease from 1.016
% to values close to 0.8 % which is less than that for both
RED and LPF/ODA. Also a comparison between average link
utilization, for different values of θ, is shown in Figure 16
where with an increase in ξ it first increases from 98.7 % to
98.97 % and later decreases to lower values. Therefore, until
ξ ≤ 1.1 a tradeoff exists between lower average loss rate and
higher average link utilization and for ξ > 1.1 both decrease
together (ignoring the fluctuations due to statistical errors).
Next, a comparison between the average loss rate and
average link utilization for different values of θ for Hybrid
RED employed at bottleneck in Figure 6 (dynamic scenario)
are shown in Figures 17 and 18, respectively. In this case, with
an increase in ξ, the average loss rate starts to decrease from
8.21 % to a value close to 8.1 %. On the other hand, average
link utilization starts to increase from 88.18 % to a value close
to 90.5 %. In contrast to the previous static case, Figure 5, the
average link utilization in this dynamic case does not decrease
with an increase in ξ. Thus, in a dynamic scenario, higher
values of ξ are required for attaining higher values of ηav .
Also, a tradeoff between average loss rate and average link
utilization is absent in this case. However, ηav increases to
maximum value for θ = 1 as in the static case. Hence, it is
proposed that θ = 1 and ξ < 1.5 should be chosen for nearly
optimal operation of Hybrid RED as the average loss rate and
average link utilization curves level out for ξ > 1.5.
Further, it is important to consider the effects of variations
in ξ and θ on the stability of EWMA queue size. Therefore, the
EWMA queue sizes for RED, LPF/ODA and Hybrid RED for
the topology shown in Figure 5 have been plotted in Figures 7,
8, 9 and 10, respectively. It can be seen that the EWMA queue
size for RED fluctuates between minth = 5 and maxth = 15
packets, whereas for LPF/ODA it varies rapidly between 1 and
12 packets. In the case of Hybrid RED, the range of abrupt
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TABLE I
A COMPARISON BETWEEN RED, ADAPTIVE RED AND LPF/ODA ALGORITHMS. THE VALUES OF AVERAGE LINK UTILIZATION (ηav ) WITH ASSOCIATED
ERROR (∆ηav ) AND AVERAGE LOSS RATE (δav ) WITH ASSOCIATED ERROR ∆δav ARE EXPRESSED IN %.
Topology 1 (Fig. 5) Topology 2 (Fig. 6)Algorithm
ηav ∆ηav δav ∆δav ηav ∆ηav δav ∆δav
RED 98.73 0.23 1.02 0.09 90.38 3.42 8.15 6.76
Adapt RED 95.38 0.36 0.97 0.06 88.93 2.22 8.25 6.75
LPF/ODA 94.93 1.04 0.84 0.18 90.67 2.04 7.93 6.80
TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF HYBRID RED FOR θ = 1 PACKET. THE VALUES OF AVERAGE LINK UTILIZATION (ηav ) WITH ASSOCIATED ERROR (∆ηav ), AVERAGE
LOSS RATE (δav ) WITH ASSOCIATED ERROR (∆δav ) ARE EXPRESSED IN %.
Hybrid RED Topology 1 (Fig. 5) Topology 2 (Fig. 6)
(θ, η) ηav ∆ηav δav ∆δav ηav ∆ηav δav ∆δav
(1, 1.10) 98.96 0.79 0.87 0.11 89.25 2.56 8.13 6.79
(1, 1.25) 98.92 0.82 0.79 0.15 89.80 2.40 8.12 6.69
(1, 1.50) 98.86 0.90 0.77 0.14 90.24 1.73 8.10 6.64
fluctuations of EWMA queue sizes depends upon the choice
of ξ.
For the dynamic network topology, shown in Figure 6,
EWMA queue sizes for RED, Adaptive RED, LPF/ODA and
Hybrid RED have been plotted in Figures 11, 12, 13 and
14, respectively. For Hybrid RED, the magnitude of abrupt
fluctuations in EWMA queue size depends upon the choice of
θ and ξ, which is less than that of LPF/ODA.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of average loss rate, δav , of Hybrid RED algorithm,
for different values of θ, for simulation topology shown in Figure 5.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The limitations of using only the EWMA queue size for
packet marking/dropping in RED type algorithms at time
of congestion are discussed. A Hybrid RED algorithm is
proposed which combines EWMA queue size with the in-
stantaneous queue size for making packet marking/dropping
decisions and which also incorporates the adjustments to the
EWMA queue size when q < minth over a certain number of
consecutive packet arrivals. We experimented with a reduction
in the EWMA queue size when q < minth for 1 to 5 packet
arrivals and the results are presented.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of average link utilization, ηav , of Hybrid RED
algorithm, for different values of θ, for simulation topology shown in Figure
5.
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Fig. 7. EWMA queue size of RED algorithm for simulation topology shown
in Figure 5.
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Fig. 8. EWMA queue size of LPF/ODA algorithm for simulation topology
shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 9. EWMA queue size of Hybrid RED algorithm with {θ, ξ} = {1, 1.25}
for simulation topology shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 10. EWMA queue size of Hybrid RED algorithm with {θ, ξ} = {1, 2.0}
for simulation topology shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 11. EWMA queue size of RED algorithm for simulation topology shown
in Figure 6.
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Fig. 12. EWMA queue size of Adaptive RED algorithm for simulation
topology shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 13. EWMA queue size of LPF/ODA algorithm for simulation topology
shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 14. EWMA queue size of Hybrid RED algorithm with {θ, ξ} =
{1, 1.25} for simulation topology shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 18. Comparison of average link utilization, ηav , with Hybrid RED
algorithm for simulation topology shown in Figure 6.
In order to study the queue dynamics, we have plotted
EWMA queue size graphs for networks with both static and
dynamic traffic scenarios. Generally, for higher values of ξ, the
EWMA queue size becomes noisy and thus fluctuates rapidly,
which might cause non-convergence of queue size and stability
problems. On the other hand, higher values of ξ do improve
bottleneck link loss rate. Therefore, we conclude that there
exists a trade-off between stable queue behaviour and better
link utilization, as well as lower loss rate.
These simulation studies show that for a static network
scenario the new Hybrid RED algorithm gives a better loss
rate and link utilization compared to the existing RED and
LPF/ODA algorithms. In the case of dynamic traffic scenarios
the performance of Hybrid RED depends upon the choice of
θ and ξ.
One way to optimize θ and ξ would be to employ the
active queue management model, [30], and control theoretic
techniques, [31], [32] and [18]. The Hybrid RED algorithm
will effectively change the transfer function of the overall
control loop and thus the stability of network. Thus, feedback
controllers may be designed which can adjust these parameters
according to the desired stability margins, [33], and quality of
service policy, [34].
In the future, we intend to study Hybrid RED under different
traffic mixes such as exponential ON/OFF traffic over UDP
with TCP, and also under ECN based packet marking.
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